
GO BANANAS!

MONKEY JOE’S 
ACTIVITY BOOKLET



MONKEY JOE’S STORY
Monkey Joe, a furry purple monkey, lived on a secret island named 
Coco-Nutty Island. All of the monkeys on the island were different colors and 
some even had stripes. Monkey Joe was a very active and healthy monkey 
who surfed ocean waves, climbed the coconut trees and skateboarded on 
slate rock.

One day, Monkey Joe was climbing the tallest tree on Coco-Nutty Island and 
he slipped and fell, but didn’t get hurt -- he bounced off a patch of vines 
and moss that had grown over a hole. “What fun this is to bounce!” thought 
Monkey Joe.

He was so excited about his new found fun that Monkey Joe and his friends 
explored the island to find more bouncy places for everyone to enjoy. They 
even found a smooth rock covered by water and slippery algae which made 
a perfect place to slide.

Monkey Joe eventually left Coco-Nutty Island to share his bouncing, sliding 
fun with kids all over the U.S. at Monkey Joe’s party and play center. Because 
as he likes to say, “Bouncing is better with friends!”







write your name!



JOE’S JUNGLE JUMBLE
Uh-oh! Looks like Monkey Joe lost some words on his way to tell his story! 

Can you help him find them?

MONKEY    PURPLE   ARCADE   SLIDE   JANE   BANANA   SWING
   

BOUNCE   FRIENDS   COCONUTTY   ISLAND   FUN   JOE   SMILES



SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
They say no two monkeys look alike… can you spot the differences in 

these pictures?

ANSWERS: Words missing from headband, wristband missing from right wrist, sole missing from right shoe, tongue missing, 
banana missing from logo, left shoelace missing



WHERE IN THE WORLD IS JANE?
Monkey Jane went to visit Coco-Nutty Island and can’t seem to find her way 

back. Help Monkey Jane find her way back to the jungle!
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HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW
MONKEY JOE?

1. Where did Monkey Joe live before his jungle?

2. Who is Monkey Joe’s best friend?

3. What are Monkey Joe’s favorite colors?

4. How many bananas can Monkey Joe eat in one sitting?

5. Which holiday does Monkey Joe look forward to all year? 

ANSWERS: 1. Coco-Nutty Island   2. Monkey Jane   3. Purple and green   4. 10!   5. His birthday, because he gets to celebrate it 
with all of you.




